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you by jb & mjmc.Two more
have been charged after a sixyear-old boy was attacked by a
pack of "vicious and big" dogs
near a primary school in
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Sydney's south, the RSPCA has
said. Wendy Gellen, 50, and her
boyfriend Daniel Turner, 58,
who have been charged with
eight counts of animal cruelty
after the attack on the child
near Pymble on Thursday,
pleaded not guilty in the
Downing Centre Local Court
on Friday. Wendy Gellen, 50,
and her boyfriend Daniel
Turner, 58, are on trial in New
South Wales court. Credit:Luis
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Enrique Ascui In court, a man
in the public gallery wore a
"Free Wendy Gellen" shirt
while a second was seen by
another person to hold up a
placard. Wendy Gellen pleaded
not guilty to eight charges of
animal cruelty and one count of
causing an animal to be in
distress.1. Field of the
Invention The present invention
relates to a plasma processing
apparatus and a plasma
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processing method, and, more
particularly, to a plasma
processing apparatus and a
plasma processing method
capable of plasma processing of
wafers of various sizes with
high throughput. 2. Description
of the Background Art With the
recent technological
development, high integration,
and the like, a plasma
processing apparatus, which is
used in the fabrication of
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semiconductor devices, has
been required to be capable of
processing wafers of various
sizes to be processed. The
plasma processing apparatus is
arranged with a support table
carrying wafers (hereinafter
referred to as “wafers”) loaded
thereon. With this plasma
processing apparatus, a plasma
is formed in the processing
chamber, and wafers are
subjected to etching or the like
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while being transferred. While
progress is made in process
miniaturization and heightening
in wiring of semiconductor
devices, etching with high
aspect ratios is increasingly
used in process steps. In this
etching step with high aspect
ratios, the dimensions of the
wafers to be etched in the radial
direction become small to some
extent. Since the wafers to be
etched are transferred together
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with the wafers 3ef4e8ef8d
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